
Wonderful Wordless Reads

FlashlightFlashlight
by Lizi Boyd
In this story without words, a boy
explores the woods after dark with a
flashlight

A ball for DaisyA ball for Daisy
by Christopher Raschka
Told through impressionistic
illustrations by the Caldecott Medal-
winning author of The Hello, Goodbye
Window, a poignant, wordless tale

features an endearing young dog that is
heartbroken when a bigger dog destroys a favorite
toy.

QuestQuest
by Aaron Becker
After being surprised by a king
emerging from a magical door at the
park and pressing a map and strange

objects into their hands before being captured and
disappearing, two children are swept up in an
imaginative, wordless quest to save the king and his
realm from dark forces.

Changes, changesChanges, changes
by Pat Hutchins
Two wooden dolls rearrange colorful
building blocks to create new things
they need on their adventures,
everything from a house to a
steamboat.

The farmer and the clownThe farmer and the clown
by Marla Frazee
An endearing, wordless picture book
by a two-time Caldecott Honor
medalist depicts the adventures of a

baby clown who is separated from his circus family
and who bonds with a lonely farmer over the course
of a day filled with surprising discoveries.

The girl and the bicycleThe girl and the bicycle
by Mark Pett
Hoping to raise money to buy a shiny
new bicycle, a little girl offers to do
yardwork for her neighbors and is

turned away by all except a kindly old woman with
whom she works side by side through the seasons.
By the creator of The Boy and the Airplane.

Polo and the magician!Polo and the magician!
by Régis Faller
When a flood carries him to a secret
island circus, tiny adventurer Polo is
all too eager to join in the fun and
quickly heads to center stage to

perform as a world-class tiger-taming magician, to
the crowd's great delight.

You can't take a balloon into theYou can't take a balloon into the
Metropolitan MuseumMetropolitan Museum
by Jacqueline Preiss Weitzman
In this wordless story, a young girl
and her grandmother view works
inside the Metropolitan Museum of

Art, while the balloon she has been forced to leave
outside floats around New York City causing a
series of mishaps that mirror scenes in the
museum's artworks. An ALA Notable Book.

Sector 7Sector 7
by David Wiesner
From the author of Tuesday comes a
fantastical new tale combining art,
friendship, and the weather as a
young boy, while on a school trip to
the Empire State Building, befriends

an impish little cloud who spirits him off to the
Cloud Dispatch Center for Sector 7.

TrainstopTrainstop
by Barbara Lehman
Youngsters are invited to take a
magical train ride where there is
always something new--and

strange--to see! By the creator of The Red Book.
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